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Title: Institution Becomes Part of Digital Revolution 

BEST PRACTICE-I 

Objectives: 1. Digital Awareness in the society and stakeholders 

3. 

2. Paperless work in the Institution. 

3. Secured use of online platforms 

4. Utilization of online resources. 

PROBLEM ENCOUNTER: 

As India's major focus on Digital India. The institution took major steps to accelerate this by 

taking initiatives in the institution campus as well as the nearby vicinity of the institution. As 

major activity done by the Student Council is to train social common people viz. small vendors, 

vegetable sellers, Grocery shops, and Auto Rikha's by conducting small sessions and training 

them on how to utilize different applications that are easily available in the market with no cost 

or with minimum cost. During COVID-19 maximum examinations were conducted online and 

all related documents were created in terms of soft copy which supports paperless work. To 

sustain the environment and save trees. All online platforms are easily available and open-source 

platforms are used. Security is the biggest threat in digital platforms. All students as well as 

faculties are trained to protect from the vulnerabilities and threats of online platforms. 

PRACTICE: on a regular basis and whenever required concern sessions and practice is 

implemented in the institution as well as in society for common peoples. 

1. Spreads digital awareness and now maximum targeted entities are friendly utilizing it and 

optimum utilization of digital platforms. 

2. Reduced printing and paper costs in the institution's academics, and administrative 

procedures. 
All admission and student support systems are digitally supported. 

4. Impart additional knowledge rather than the traditional teaching-learning process. 
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1. Education for all 

CHEMBUR KARNATAKA SANGHA'S 

2. Affordable Higher Education 

CONTEXT: 

3. Better Citizens for Tomorrow to build the nation 

BEST PRACTICE-II 

Trust promotes all activities for the all community by keeping infrastructure facilities open for all community people. Institution avails tuition fees in installments to accelerate "Earn and Learn'". Library and other infrastructure facilities are open for Alumni to develop their professional careers and preparation for competitive examinations. Rather than focusing only on academic activities institutions conducted outreach/extension activities in the all-community society. In addition, a fully equipped auditorium is used by the society to develop extra-curricular talents in the students. To develop leadership quality, time management, and team building trust is always in favor of utilizing an auditorium from a weaker sector community in the vicinity of the institution. 

PRACTICE: On a regular and periodic basis 

PROBLEM ENCOUNTERED 

1. Education uplifting 

ANIGHT C 

2.. Maximum awareness in society to educate youth 
3. Budling Nation 
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